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Argentinian Molder Uses MeltFlipper® Technology to
Reduce Costs and Improve Production
BMB presses (50 to 250 tons, 12 are all electric)
operate around the clock to manufacture plastic
components for the automotive, electronic,
telecommunications, appliance, medical, food, cosmetic, cleaning and other industries. In addition to
molding, they design and build their own molds,
and have earned ISO 9000:2000 and other certification or accreditation in accordance with SAI
(Social Accountability International) standards.

he challenges facing custom molders are
universal. After all, plastic flows the
same; whether north or south of the
equator, or east or west of any longitude line.

The solutions to many of those problems are as
universal as the problems themselves. One particular solution, MeltFlipper® melt-rotation
technology, has saved molders worldwide as
much as $100,000,000 over the past 10 years
(1998-2008).

And Argul Y CIA S.A., one of Argentina’s
largest and oldest custom injection molders
(5,000 square meters, founded 1952), is
among the fast-growing legions of international molders that has found solutions and
savings using this technology from Beaumont
Technologies, Inc. (BTI), located in Erie, PA,
USA. And Argul Y CIA keeps coming back
for more. Why? Because Argul quickly realized the Return on Investment (ROI) resulting
from this technology.
•

•
•
•
•

Payback over the anticipated life of the program is expected to be 178%; it currently is
running at a 13% savings every month;

Like injection molders around the globe, Argul
contacted several firms hoping to find a solution
to problems they were encountering with their
molding programs. After contacting BTI, Arugl’s
search ended.

Production costs have been reduced by more
than a penny per unit;
QC & sorting costs have been almost entirely
eliminated;

Molds Underperforming, Poor Part Quality

Setup time has been reduced from 6 hours
down to 1 hour; and

Scrap percentage has been dramatically lowered.

The Argul operation is located in Berazategui,
Argentina at the southeastern limits of the Gran
Buenos Aires province. The line of Milacron and
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“Shear imbalance in our 16-cavity mold for lipstick
containers was 20%,” says Lisandro Argul,
Director of the firm bearing his name. “This
prompted us to immediately learn about and obtain
a MeltFlipper® single license and design solution
from BTI. However, before even sampling our first

•

MeltFlipper mold, I called BTI and asked them to
cancel our purchase order.”

•

“The reason we did this,” continues the company
director, “was because we knew we had more than
one mold that would benefit from this technology.

Benefits and ROI.

Mr. Argul goes on to explain precisely what the
problems were:
•
•

Poor dimensional quality between the cavities,
necessitating different force by consumers to
push the lipstick out of the case.

Upon receipt of MeltFlipper® license and designs,
Argul Y CIA applied MeltFlipper technology into
their cold runner molds. Immediately, the shear
induced imbalances fell from 20% to 5%. But
best of all, the results are tangible and the ROI
came quickly.

Therefore, we replaced the single license order
with an order for a multiple license and design
pack. This was risk-free for us because BTI guaranteed our satisfaction with the results. This is a
fair offer, no matter where a molder is in the
world.”
•

Unacceptable scrap rates as high as 6%; and

Best of all, with MeltFlipper technologies in place,
the Argul molding operation was able to pinpoint,
to the penny – or the Argentine centavo - the exact
payback. Data for this SAN lipstick case program
demonstrated that MeltFlipper technology:

Up to six hours to set up the mold to find a relatively acceptable, but often limited, process;

Overpacking in the mold which created stoppages and/or poor shot qualities in subsequent
runs;

• Reduced parts costs;

• Lowered scrap rates;

As many as two stops per hour because of the
above, resulting in lost production time;

• Eliminated QC and sorting costs; and

• Provided a measurable and significant ROI.

According to Mr. Argul, “From the consumers’ perspective, the force to push the lipstick out of the
body is now more even because the flow into the
cavities is more stable, which produces a more consistent product for the consumer. But the bottom
line is, with MeltFlipper, we have been able to
increase productivity on this program by as much
as 15%, and at least as much on other programs.”
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By way of explanation, MeltFlipper technologies
can be retrofitted into existing single-cavity or
multi-cavity molds, as they were at Argul. Even
more preferable, injection molders and mold
builders like Argul can standardize on using
MeltFlipper technologies in the initial mold design
stage, thus saving valuable mold debug time by
eliminating the major source of molding variation
before the mold is even built. The technologies
are rheological control systems that offer root
cause solutions to mold filling and balance problems. Thus, Argul was able to achieve the first
true balance of pressure, temperature, viscosity
and material flow within their molds…the condition that every molder anywhere on the globe
strives to obtain.

Addendum

Conclusion / Company Contact Information

Beaumont Technologies, Inc., (BTI) headquartered in
Erie, PA, offers a unique mix of products designed to
optimize the efficiencies of the mold and the injection
molding process. These products and services are part
and process enhancing tools that help the injection
molding industry become more competitive and profitable in world markets. The company's expertise lies
within an in-depth understanding of polymer flow and
processing technologies which enable molders and
moldmakers to decrease lead-times while maintaining
a high quality level of process and part control.
Products include the patented MeltFlipper® melt
rotation technology guaranteed to balance filling in
hot and cold runner applications, the 5 Step Process™
mold commissioning software, CAE by BTI™ flow
analysis services and specialized on-site training.

For more information on BTI’s technologies, contact:
Marketing Department, Beaumont Technologies, Inc.
1524 East 10th Street, Erie, PA 16511. Tel: 814899-6390. Fax: 814-899-7117. E-mail: info@beaumontinc.com Web Site: www.beaumontinc.com.

For more information on the mold design, mold
building and injection molding services at this
Argentine custom injection molder, contact: Mr.
Lisandro Argul, ARGUL Y CIA.SA, Berazategui,
Argentina. E-mail: lisandro.argul@argul.com.ar.
Web: www.argul.com.ar
MeltFlipper, 5 Step Process, CAE by BTI, BTI
Training and MAX are trademarked or are registered trademarks of Beaumont Technologies, Inc.

Selected facts on Argentina: Population: 39,537,900 Capital City: Buenos Aires (11.5
mil) Currency: Argentine peso Languages: Spanish, English, Italian, German, French
Religions: Catholic (92%) Protestant, others GDP per Capita: US $10,500
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